Bona Street, Koidu City, Kono District.
+232 76 605460/ +232 88 605460
Email: mayorkoiducity@yahoo.com

Office of His Worship, the Mayor

mj_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _____________________________________

30th October, 2014.

The President,
Kono District Development Association,
United Kingdom.
Dear Sir:
After a fairly long period of time, I am very pleased to communicate to you (Dr. Kai Ngegba and the new
Executive), congratulating you on your victory in the just concluded elections. Your being re-elected Presidentto the best of my knowledge or perception- is a clear manifestation of the electorates’ confidence in your
sterling human qualities that evidently, eminently and inarguably characterize good leadership. Prior to the
31st May,would
2014. carry the
elections, quite frankly, I had held the optimism that both Dr. Ngegba and Mr. Aiah Y. Sondegbe
day if not come off with flying colors. And, very significantly, I have every hope that you (both delegates) would
successfully execute your official charges and perhaps more efficiently and effectually than ever before.
On a more important- yet sad- note, comrade politicians, may I register my apology for keeping you
incommunicado since my last correspondence; and which could be ascribed to the sudden and unprecedented
outbreak of the EBOLA disease that continues to claim more lives including the children. President and
Secretary General KDDA, the circumstances regarding the EBOLA phenomenon and all the realities surrounding
it are horrible; and which cast an adverse slur or impact on our country’s economy.
Meanwhile, our Council is much preoccupied with programme and activities geared towards the fight against
the disease. As some local and international organizations make meaningful contributions in terms of finance
and logistics to our continuous fight against the menace, we are still encouraging more organizations and
individuals to give support to our Council in this difficult situation; and we shall be very grateful.
Very truly yours:

……………….
Saa Emerson Lamina
Mayor
Koidu New Sembehun City Council
Cc:
Secretary General KDDA

